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Swintt extends partnership
streak with Singular deal
Swintt, recently highly commended at the EGR B2B Awards, have
extended their long streak of new partnerships by partnering with
Singular.
Through the agreement, Singular’s iGaming platform clients will have full
access to Swintt’s entire product suite, covering over 50 games including
the recently-launched spectacular Sea Raiders.
Swintt’s exclusive selection of land-based classics popular in European
markets including Germany will also be served to Singular clients, as well
as the Swintt Lite series. Built lightly to save on expensive data costs in
maturing markets, Swintt Lite games are optimised for many of the
markets Singular clients focus on.
Singular has won numerous awards in recent years and serve their
sportsbook and iGaming platforms to numerous leading operators in the
online sector, as well as operators in the retail sector.
Praising the partnership, Swintt CEO David Flynn said: “We are delighted
to keep our strong 2020 blazing forward with this partnership with an
established platform provider in Singular. Our selection of products,
especially the localised and Swintt Lite content, perfectly suits Singular’s
clients and their global player bases.”
Robert Dowling, CCO at Singular, lauded the deal: “Singular prides itself
on having a relevant and quality selection of game providers, and we are
delighted to be partnering with Swintt who tick all of our boxes. Their well
curated product suite will match the market needs for our growing list of
Tier 1 clients and we are looking forward to seeing their games in action
via Singular’s Casino Core”
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About Swintt

In a busy marketplace Swintt is the dynamic rising force having quickly
established excitement in the industry for providing localised, relevant
games for key growth markets, gamification products and a charitable
focus to make a positive difference in the world.
Swintt was highly commended as a Software Rising Star at the EGR B2B
Awards in 2020.
For more information about Swintt visit: www.swintt.com

About Singular
Singular has 10+ years of experience working with Tier 1 iGaming
operators. Singular Product Portfolio includes a comprehensive and
flexible iGaming platform, Sports Betting Platform with market leading
features alongside a Retail solution and a Casino Core with 7000+ casino
games. The three pillars of the company are: reliability, flexibility and
innovation which are the founding blocks of the company’s way of work
reflected in the corporate slogan BE OUTSTANDING.
For more information visit singular.uk.

